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ABSTRACTCustoms administrations utilize risk analysis to identify which people, products, and modes of transportation should bescrutinized and to what extent. Risk analysis and risk assessment are analytical techniques for determining which risksare the most significant and should be treated first or have corrective action performed first. Several ML models wereinvestigated to determine the suitable model for custom data. This is necessary due to the unavailability of suchresearch work. The Machine Learning (ML) models considered are; Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree(DT) classifier, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Ensemble and Discriminant analysis classifiers. The dataset was collectedand pre-processed. The Models were trained and tested using 70% of data for training and 30% for testing. The resultshows that the ensemble models produce the highest accuracy of 66.6% for Boosted Trees classifier when comparedwith the other models. The medium and coarse tree produced an accuracy of 66.1%. This shows that the tree-basedalgorithms performs averagely better than others and recommended for further exploration.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The emergence of big data provides firms with thechance to better understand their customers, developrevenue-generating initiatives, and create new businessmodels. However, only a small percentage of dataacquired by businesses is evaluated. This situation opens agap that could deprive established businesses additionalrevenue and put their long-term survival in jeopardy ifnew market entrants use it. Data is analyzed byintelligence-driven organizations (Kavoya, 2020).Customs is one of such organizations that generates hugeamount of data that requires analysis for better revenuegeneration. The activities of Customs all over the worldare vital due to their ability to generate huge revenue andboost the economies of their countries. In Nigeria forinstance, the Nigerian Customs Service (NCS) generatedabout 2.3 trillion Naira in 2021, an amount well above theestimated target of 1.679 trillion Naira (Vanguard, Dec.20, 2021). Despite these successes, several challenges stillhinder the agency from reaching its full potential. Thesechallenges include; man power shortage, slow digitizationprocesses and the unrelenting efforts at smuggling andcorruption.The amended Kyoto Convention recommends limitingintrusive customs inspections, and this is also a proposalbeing addressed as part of the World Trade Organization's(WTO) trade facilitation negotiations (Laporte, 2011). Tolimit such inspections, more modern administrations usecomputerized data interchange and risk analysis tointervene at all stages of the customs chain, focusing theirresources on a posteriori control. Developing country

customs administrations are lagging behind in this regard.As a result, risk analysis appears to be a top concern fordeveloping countries as they modernize their customssystems. Because of the huge volume of export, import,and transit transactions, many Customs administrationsutilize risk analysis to identify which people, products,and modes of transportation should be scrutinized and towhat extent. Risk analysis and risk assessment areanalytical techniques for determining which risks are themost significant and should be treated first or havecorrective action performed first (Bezabeh, 2019). Riskmanagement is the systematic use of management systemsand practices to provide Customs with the informationthey need to address movements or consignments thatpose a risk. Risk management's major goal is to determineif a shipment requires physical inspection, documentedchecks, or immediate release. Some of the automatedmethods used include statistical scoring and rule-basedmethods which fails as the data volume increases (Regmi& Timalsina, 2018). Data mining has been widely usedfor risk management.Data mining is a flexible technique that have grownrapidly over decades which is being used by corporateorganizations to extract data and other valuable details,patterns whence large data sets is concerned. Moreso, datamining techniques has seen wide adoption and applicationin various domains with the sole aim of facilitating dailyactivities and ease human burdens Zhang et al., (2022).The use machine learning and data mining techniques forrisk management have only been given little attention.Hence, in order to explore the advantages of data miningand machine learning techniques for effective risk
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management. This paper presents an investigative analysisof several machine learning models for risk managementin Nigerian Customs with a view of finding the mostsuitable model.

2 DATA,METHODOLOGYANDEVALUATION
The methodology adopted to achieve the aim of thispaper is shown in Figure. Dataset were collected andpreprocessed, followed by data partitioning and MLmodel designs. Each of the model is trained, tested andperformance evaluated.

2.1 Data
The dataset used in this paper is the trade record fromthe single good declaration of the Nigerian Customservice (NCS) which can be obtained from NCS website.The dataset comprised of over 6 million records collectedup to 2019. The attributes of the data described the natureof goods to be imported and include information such as:the importers name, the method of importation which caneither be by road, sea, or air, the declarants name, the itemnumber, quantity, net and gross mass, price, value, tax,invoice and description. Finally, the datasets contain thecategory of the record being high risk or low risk item.Figure 1 shows a snap shot some samples of the datasetand their attributes without the importers and declarantsdetails.

Figure 1: A snapshot of the data sample
To test the machine learning models, about 5000 sampleswere selected that cut across low and high-risk samples.
2.2 Methodology
The dataset was preprocessed by removing unwantedattributes manually and converting the textual attributes tonumerical values. This is followed by data normalizationand partitioning. The data was partitioned into trainingand testing data in the ratio of 70:30 respectively. Fivepopular ML models were selected to be investigated. Theessence is to determine the best model for determining the

risk of consignments. The ML models considered are;Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT)classifier, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Ensemble andDiscriminant analysis classifiers.

Figure 2: Model Investigation Methodology
For each model, different types were investigated,such as; Fine, Medium and Coarse Tree models, Linearand Quadratic discriminant models, Linear, Quadratic,Cubic, Fine gaussian, Medium gaussian and Coarsegaussian SVM models; Fine, Medium, Coarse, Cosine,Cubic and Weighted KNN, and finally, Boosted, Baggedand RUSBoosted Ensemble Tree models.Experiments were performed for each ML modelusing the partitioned dataset to train and test each model.The performance of the models was evaluated usingaccuracy, True Positive Rate (TPR) and False NegativeRate (FNR).These metrics were calculated from the True Positive(TP), True Negative (TN), False positive (FP) and FalseNegative (FN) values obtained from the confusionmatrices. Accuracy shows the percentage of samplescorrectly classified for risky and non-risky samples. TheTPR shows the ability of the model to detect riskyconsignment, while the FNR shows the number of riskysamples wrongly classified as not risky. To evaluate theperformance of the proposed model, the following metricswill be used.i. Accuracy:The number of consignment correctly classified dividedby the total number of classified consignments.

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦
=  𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑁×  100%                                         3.1ii. True Positive Rate:
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The proportion of positive classifications that are trulypositive.
𝑇𝑃𝑅

=  𝑇𝑃𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃×  100%                                              3.2                                              3.2
iii. False Positive Rate:The proportion of actual Positives that are correctlyclassified.

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙

=  𝐹𝑃𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁×  100%                                          3.3                                            3.3

3 RESULTS ANDDISCUSSION
The number TP, TN, FP and FN obtained for eachmodel type are shown in Table 4. From Table 4, FineKNN produced the highest TP of 600 while Linear SVMproduced the least with 265 resulting in the lowest andhighest FN of 400 and 735 respectively. Cubic SVM hasthe highest FP of 441 compared to Linear SVM with just32 FP. Table 4: Confusion matrix

Models TP TN FP FN
Tree Fine Tree 530 766 234 470

Medium Tree 500 822 178 500
Coarse Tree 504 818 182 496

Discriminant LinearDiscriminant 468 779 221 532

QuadraticDiscriminant 280 946 54 720

SVM Linear SVM 265 968 32 735
Quadratic SVM 504 731 269 496

Cubic SVM 435 559 441 565
Fine GaussianSVM 537 715 285 463

Medium GaussianSVM 449 831 169 551

Coarse GaussianSVM 266 967 33 734

KNN Fine KNN 600 616 384 400
Medium KNN 514 766 234 486
Coarse KNN 530 720 280 470
Cosine KNN 512 768 232 488
Cubic KNN 501 782 218 499

Weighted KNN 582 659 341 418
ENSEMBLE Boosted Trees 481 852 148 519

Bagged Trees 569 703 297 431
RUSBoosted Trees 500 822 178 500

From the TP, TN, FP, and FN values, the accuracy,TPR and FPR were calculated and shown in Figure 3 andFigure 4. Figure 3 is the bar chart of the accuracy of allthe investated models. The result shows that the ensemblemodels produced the highest accuracy of 66.6% forBoosted Trees and 66.1% for RusBoosted Trees. CubicSVM produced the lowest accuracy of 49.7%. Figure 4shows the TPR and FNR of all the models. The Fine KNNmodel produces the highest TPR (60%) than any otherwhile the Linear SVM model produces the lowest TPR of26.5%.

Figure 3: Models accuracy Bar chart
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Figure 4: TPR and FPR Bar chart

4 CONCLUSION
Several machine learning models were investigated todetermine the suitability of the models for detection ofconsignment risks in Customs. Datasets were collected,preprocessed and partitioned into training and testing. Themodels were trained and tested using the datasets. Theperformance each model was evaluated using the accuracyand TPR/FNR measure. The ensemble models performedbetter in terms of accuracy for both risks and non-riskconsignments. The KNN model produces highest positivedetection rate while SVM produces lowest positivedetection rate. The results indicate that ensemble andKNN models can be recommended for adoption andfurther investigation.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTION
To improve the performance of the models, it can berecommended that more pre-processing of the data becarried out using other pre-processing techniques and databalancing approaches. Also, other data mining approachsuch as feature selection using appropriate metaheuristicalgorithms like Pastoralist optimization Algorithm (POA)be carried out to improve the performance of the models.Finally, other performance measures can be checked suchas; precision, recall and F1-score.
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